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Alcoholics Anonymous
My rules for being a Manhattan billionaire's fake girlfriend No kissing. No fooling
around. No falling in love. What can possibly go wrong? Note to self: When your
boyfriend dumps you on your thirtieth birthday, it's probably not the smartest idea
to drink so much that you wake up in the same bed as the mysterious hottie
wearing the gorgeous suit who you noticed sitting across the bar. The only silver
lining in my obvious lack of judgment is the promise of never seeing Mr. Suit again,
not in a city the size of New York. Or so I thought, until a story I'm working on
about the country's most sought-after and elusive escort lands me in the same
café as Mr. Suit. So I do what any self-respecting woman of my age would do in my
shoes Try to ignore him. But he won't let me. Instead he makes a proposition that
leaves me questioning whether I need to have my ears checked. Be his fake
girlfriend for a summer of wealth and excess in the Hamptons. In return, he'll help
me win back my boyfriend's heart. Juvenile? You bet. Effective? Could be. Bad
idea? Most likely. But what do I have to lose? Apparently, a lot more than I
originally bargained for. Let the games begin Dating Games is a standalone
modern retelling of Cinderella meeting her billionaire Prince Charming. If you like a
sassy heroine, a sinful hero, and a whole lot of laughs, then you'll love this fake
relationship romance. The Dating Games Series Recommended Reading Order
Each book in this series can be enjoyed separately as each revolves around a
different couple, but for the best reading experience it is recommended to read in
the order below. 1. Dating Games 2. Wicked Games 2.5. Mind Games 3. Dangerous
Games 4. Royal Games * * * What readers are saying about Dating Games: "If you
love a sassy heroine, a sexy hero, a fake relationship romance, and a whole lot of
laughs this a must read book!" - The Little Bookworm "What an astonishingly
beautiful love story." - Spellbound Stories "Dating Games is a fun and flirty
romance with a fairytale ending that's guaranteed to melt your heart. Boasting
endearing characters and a delightful premise that's served up with a healthy side
of humor, Julian and Evie's story is an easy, witty read, that's just perfect to curl up
in bed with. - Goodreads Reviewer "T.K. is so good at giving us an array of stories.
The angst she can write, the compassion she can pen, and the humor she can tell .
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. . all make her one of the best of the best." - A Book A Day "Engrossing,
entertaining and highly refreshing, yet it will tug at your heart-strings as it evokes
a range of emotions from you. - Goodreads Reviewer "This book was brilliant. It
was hilarious and had me chuckling to myself the whole way through" - Queen of
the Books "Whether it's a gritty raw romance, angst riddled love or a bit of a
mystery wrapped in romance. T.K. Leigh can write them all beautifully." Bibliophile Chloe * * * Topics: fake relationship romance, billionaire, hamptons,
male escort, contemporary romance, modern romance, New York romance,
summer romance, funny romance, smart romance, humorous romance, romantic
comedy, city romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, proposal, proposal
romance, engagement, engagement romance, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary,
contemporary romance, romance series, romance series, USA Today bestseller,
USA Today bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero,
billionaire hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine,
mysterious hero, domestic violence, domestic violence romance, second chance
romance, gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy romance,

The Recovering
Wreck My World
This manual will ensure that the management of massive fatalities forms part of
disaster preparedness and response plans, and that it is a fundamental aspect of
humanitarian assistance to survivors and rehabilitation and reconstruction
programs. The manual provides the technical information that will support the
correct approach to handling dead bodies. Contents: Preparedness for mass
deaths; Medicolegal work in major disasters; Health considerations in cases of
mass fatalities; Sociocultural aspects; Psychological aspects; Legal aspects; Cases
studies; Final recommendations; Myths and realities of management of dead
bodies in disasters; and Glossary. Illustrations.

A Tragic Wreck
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death of a friend in a drunk-driving
auto accident in which all four were involved, in a story told through newspaper
stories, diary entries, school announcements, telephone conversations, and
classroom assignments.

Commitment
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "An astounding triumph . . . Profound . . .
Achingly wise . . . A recovery memoir like no other." --Entertainment Weekly (A)
"Riveting . . . Beautifully told." --Boston Globe "An honest and important book . . .
Vivid writing and required reading." --Stephen King "Perceptive and generoushearted . . . Uncompromising . . . Jamison is a writer of exacting grace."
--Washington Post From the New York Times bestselling author of The Empathy
Exams comes this transformative work showing that sometimes the recovery is
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more gripping than the addiction. With its deeply personal and seamless blend of
memoir, cultural history, literary criticism, and reportage, The Recovering turns our
understanding of the traditional addiction narrative on its head, demonstrating that
the story of recovery can be every bit as electrifying as the train wreck itself. Leslie
Jamison deftly excavates the stories we tell about addiction--both her own and
others'--and examines what we want these stories to do and what happens when
they fail us. All the while, she offers a fascinating look at the larger history of the
recovery movement, and at the complicated bearing that race and class have on
our understanding of who is criminal and who is ill. At the heart of the book is
Jamison's ongoing conversation with literary and artistic geniuses whose lives and
works were shaped by alcoholism and substance dependence, including John
Berryman, Jean Rhys, Billie Holiday, Raymond Carver, Denis Johnson, and David
Foster Wallace, as well as brilliant lesser-known figures such as George Cain, lost
to obscurity but newly illuminated here. Through its unvarnished relation of
Jamison's own ordeals, The Recovering also becomes a book about a different kind
of dependency: the way our desires can make us all, as she puts it, "broken spigots
of need." It's about the particular loneliness of the human experience-the craving
for love that both devours us and shapes who we are. For her striking language
and piercing observations, Jamison has been compared to such iconic writers as
Joan Didion and Susan Sontag, yet her utterly singular voice also offers something
new. With enormous empathy and wisdom, Jamison has given us nothing less than
the story of addiction and recovery in America writ large, a definitive and
revelatory account that will resonate for years to come.

Three Soldiers
Vanished
"Recommended for ages 18 & up due to strong language, explicit sexual situations,
and violence. He's trying to protect his heart She's a shell of the girl she once was
Can he chase away the demons threatening to destroy her? Mackenzie Delano
craves control. After tragedy strikes during her freshman year of college, she
compensates for the helplessness she felt by micro-managing every aspect of her
life, from her business life to her social lifeto her love life. But she wasn't expecting
to cross paths with a mysterious man who seems to invade her every thought.
Tyler Burnham has been living his life with one rule in mindnever fall in love.
Focusing solely on his career, he is able to remain a detached observer of life Until
a case is dropped in his lap, forcing him to form an intimate relationship with a
sharp-tongued woman in order to obtain the location of a man deemed an enemy
of the State. When Tyler finds himself falling for Mackenzie, will he be able push his
feelings aside and recover the information he needs? Or will he put the mission
and their lives at risk to follow his heart?"--Amazon.com.

A Beautiful Mess
Wikepedia: Three Soldiers is a 1921 novel by the American writer and critic John
Dos Passos. It is one of the key American war novels of the First World War, and
remains a classic of the realist war novel genre. The disillusionment John Dos
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Passos felt for the Great War forms the core of THREE SOLDIERS, which stands as a
denunciation of the military and its exploitation of young men. The novel chronicles
the wartime experiences of a trio of American privates from different backgrounds:
Andrews, a gifted musician and Harvard graduate from New York; Fuselli, a store
clerk who hopes to impress a girl back home in San Francisco; and Chrisfield, an
easygoing farm boy from Indiana. Recognized as a masterpiece when first
published more than seventy-five years ago, THREE SOLDIERS still stands as a
testament to the dehumanizing effects of war.

A Beautiful Mess
In Mark Twain's classic tale of friendship and adventure, Huckleberry Finn escapes
his evil, drunken father, befriends a runaway slave named Jim, and sails the
Mississippi River! As Huck and Jim sail to freedom, they encounter con men and
thieves and get in plenty of trouble along the way. Follow Huck's coming-of-age
journey in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of Twain's The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.

Freak the Mighty
He's my boss.World famous. Walking heartthrob. He says he wants nothing to do
with me.So, why is he undressing me with his eyes?I'm Drake Blackthorn's
personal assistant. The Drake Blackthorn.The 'King of Country'.It's been years
since his late wife and daughter passed away.He's been a train wreck since.He
thinks I was hired to babysit him - he's right. All I need to do his keep him from
killing himself for one tour.The problem: I'm completely and utterly infatuated with
him.And my growing baby bump doesn't make things any better.

Gorgeous Chaos
If you walked in on your high school sweetheart and husband of ten years in a
compromising position with your best friend, what would you do? Would you kick
him out, serve him divorce papers, and leave the small town in North Carolina
where you grew up, taking his dog with you just to spite him? Because that's what I
did. I have no idea why I chose Santa Monica as the place of my rebirth, but here I
am, in the land of earthquakes, mudslides, and wildfires, starting over when most
women my age are just starting out. When I come across the bucket list my mother
scratched out before she died, I decide this may just be the kick in the pants I need
to figure out who I am and where I'm meant to be. Stepping outside my comfort
zone, I set out to accomplish everything she always wanted to do but never got the
chance. But falling in love was never on that list. Topics: second chance romance,
hollywood romance, love triangle, second chance, bucket list, contemporary
romance, modern romance, Hollywood, Los Angeles, skydiving, North Carolina,
dogs, romance, California romance, beach romance, beach read, light, sweet
romance, funny romance, smart romance, humorous romance, romantic comedy,
city romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, proposal, proposal romance,
engagement, engagement romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
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romance, romance series, romance series, USA Today bestseller, USA Today
bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero, billionaire
hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine, mysterious
hero, gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy romance,

Management of Dead Bodies in Disaster Situations
A brilliant satire of mass culture and the numbing effects of technology, White
Noise tells the story of Jack Gladney, a teacher of Hitler studies at a liberal arts
college in Middle America. Jack and his fourth wife, Babette, bound by their love,
fear of death, and four ultramodern offspring, navigate the rocky passages of
family life to the background babble of brand-name consumerism. Then a lethal
black chemical cloud, unleashed by an industrial accident, floats over there lives,
an "airborne toxic event" that is a more urgent and visible version of the white
noise engulfing the Gladneys—the radio transmissions, sirens, microwaves, and TV
murmurings that constitute the music of American magic and dread.

White Noise
Eight years ago, I agreed to marry the man of my dreams. Eight years ago, I
realized I’d also given a piece of my heart to his brother. Eight years ago, I made
the decision to walk away from both men. What choice did I have? I couldn’t stay
with Jessie knowing the flame I carried for Asher burned just as bright. Maybe even
brighter. So I did the only thing I could. I walked away with no intention of seeing
either man again. Until I step into a bar in Vegas and see a much more mature,
much sexier version of Asher York, a guitar strapped to him, his soulful voice
reminding me of everything I’ve tried to forget. But there’s no forgetting Asher
York. And when he looks at me with the same raw hunger, there’s no denying the
fire between us still burns. Can I look past the reason I left all those years ago for
one night with him? There’s only one way to find out. Let the games begin. The
Dating Games Series Recommended Reading Order Each book in this series can be
enjoyed separately as each revolves around a different couple, but for the best
reading experience it is recommended to read in the order below. 1. Dating Games
2. Wicked Games 2.5. Mind Games 3. Dangerous Games 4. Royal Games What
readers are saying about Mind Games: “Angsty story filled with lust, guilt and
love.” “Intense chemistry, exciting passion, nerve-racing secrets!” “Devouring
Mind Games was the easy part but telling you why every second my mind was
consumed by the story and these characters is challenging.” “Left me wanting
more.” “T.K. Leigh has such a special talent with words creating exciting, intense,
romance stories and as always I got more than I was hoping for.” “A great slow
burn with an amazing payoff.” Topics: multicultural romance, second chance
romance, rockstar romance, ex's brother, love triangle, second chance,
multicultural, contemporary romance, modern romance, New York romance, Las
Vegas romance, bachelorette party, funny romance, smart romance, humorous
romance, romantic comedy, city romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, romance series, USA
Today bestseller, USA Today bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh
books, wealthy hero, billionaire hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine,
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quirky heroine, mysterious hero, adoption, musician romance, gripping romance,
captivating romance, hot romance, steamy romance,

Inferno
From a USA Today bestselling author comes the gripping conclusion to the Inferno
series.

Wicked Games
RECOMMENDED FOR READERS 18 AND OVER DUE TO STRONG LANGUAGE,
EXPLICIT SEXUAL SITUATIONS AND MILD VIOLENCE. THIS IS THE SECOND BOOK IN
A THREE BOOK SERIES WHICH MUST BE READ IN ORDER. How can you continue
living when you're living a lie? How can you convince your body to stop feeling,
your soul to stop caring, and your heart to stop beating? Haunted by her past,
Olivia Adler flees Boston for a beach in Florida, leaving everyone behind, trying to
shut the world out. Remaining a relative recluse in her self-imposed prison, she
tries to turn everything off, wanting to feel nothing. But a new acquaintance won't
let that happen. After being away from Alexander for a month, his voice constantly
ringing in her head, reminding her that her inability to confront her demons will not
only destroy her, but also him, can she really be expected to want to feel again
when it brings nothing but pain? Back in Boston, everywhere he turns, Alexander
Burnham is reminded of Olivia His Olivia He tries to dull the ache left in his heart
the only way he knows how in the bed of a beautiful woman. But Alexander isn't
about to lose his Olivia. After a clue comes to light regarding Olivia's whereabouts,
can he convince her to return to Boston with him? When a force that has laid
dormant for months resurfaces, can Alexander still protect her from the unknown
danger? And when Alexander comes face to face with a shadow of both his and
Olivia's past, will he be able to tell her the secret that is threatening to tear them
apart? A Tragic Wreck is the continuation of T.K. Leigh's heart-breaking Beautiful
Mess series.

Beautiful Disaster
I was his biggest regret. He was my greatest adventure Every girl dreams of falling
in love with a prince. When I met Jeremy, I thought he was my prince. Caring.
Compassionate. Sensitive. And, unfortunately for me, not attracted to women. So
here I am, thirty years old and divorced when most of my friends are just getting
married. In desperate need of a restart, I set off on a road trip to learn how to love
myself again. The last thing I expected was to meet him. Anderson North.
Mysterious. Enigmatic. Incredibly handsome. And, after a malfunction with my
rental car, my new road companion. As we travel along Route 66, I find myself
experiencing a connection I never have before. We share our truths, our secrets,
our fears. Can I give this man a piece of my heart after having it broken? Can I
learn to trust again after having that trust betrayed? When he reveals his deepest
secret, can I look beyond the lies and toward the only thing that matters? I've
always dreamed of finding my very own Prince Charming. Maybe my prince is
Anderson North. Royal Games is a standalone angsty road trip romance with a
royal twist. Grab your copy today, and strap in for the adventure of a lifetime. The
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Dating Games Series Recommended Reading Order Each book in this series can be
enjoyed separately as each stands on its own, but for the best reading experience
it is recommended to read in the order below. 1. Dating Games 2. Wicked Games
2.5. Mind Games 3. Dangerous Games 4. Royal Games Topics: royal romance,
second chance romance, roadtrip romance, second chance, divorce, car accident,
miscarriage, Route 66, contemporary romance, modern romance, New York
romance, California romance, prince, king, princess, funny romance, smart
romance, humorous romance, romantic comedy, city romance, lighthearted
romance, hot romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series,
romance series, USA Today bestseller, USA Today bestselling romance author, T.K.
Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero, royal hero, royalty, kingdom, billionaire hero,
sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine, mysterious hero, car
accident, tragic, gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy
romance,

Scandals of Classic Hollywood
A romance author with a serious case of writer's block. A plan to find a muse, write
the book, then walk away. But plans are made to be broken. My name is Molly
Brinks, but most people know me as Vivienne Foxx, bestselling author of chance
meetings, stolen glances, and the much-needed happily ever after. At the age of
twenty-nine-plus-one, I am at the top of my gameprofessionally. My personal life is
a completely different story, one best left untold. Success has its sacrifices and I've
been more than happy to put my search for Prince Charming on the back burner
while I create fictitious tales of the naïve virgin, the broken girl with a torrid past,
and the strong-willed student finding their own Mr. Right Until one hell of a case of
writer's block and a tight deadline set by my publisher forces me to go in search of
inspiration. Armed with an account on every dating website out there, I devise a
plan. Meet some nice, professional men. Go on a few dates. Hope one of them has
the spark I need to finish my book. Then walk away. But plans are made to be
broken. And inspiration can be found in the most unlikely of places. My name is
Molly Brinks, and this is my story about Writing Mr. Right. Writing Mr. Right is a
standalone humorous and heartfelt story about one woman's search to find Mr.
Right in a world full of Mr. Wrongs. Pick up your copy of this opposites attract,
forbidden romance today! Topics: forbidden relationship romance, doctor, patient,
boston, romance author, contemporary romance, modern romance, Boston
romance, summer romance, funny romance, smart romance, humorous romance,
romantic comedy, city romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, proposal,
proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary,
contemporary romance, romance series, romance series, USA Today bestseller,
USA Today bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero,
hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine, mysterious
hero, alzheimers, ripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy
romance,

Picturing the Wreck
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The explosive conclusion to the USA Today bestselling Beautiful Mess trilogy is
here! Will Alexander and Olivia find their happily ever after? Find out today! Finally
able to face her fears of abandonment, Olivia begins to prepare for the next phase
of her lifewith Alexander at her side. But he’s still keeping secrets. As Olivia slowly
starts to remember her past, he realizes it's only a matter of time until she puts all
the pieces together and figures out who she is And who he is When shadows of
Olivia's past threaten not only her life, but also those around her, will Alexander
finally reveal the truth? What readers are saying: Gorgeous Chaos is a TOP PICK for
me because it is pretty much written to PERFECTION. I couldn't have asked for a
better ending for these two characters that I have become invested in, heart and
soul. The ending was unexpected. I didn't see any of it coming, and the surprise
had me banging my head against the wall. The expectations I had for the
conclusion of the Beautiful Mess series was INCREDIBLY HIGH, and Ms. Leigh did all
she could to surpass those, and my god, did she ever! Bravo! - Shayna Renee's
Spicy Reads Gorgeous Chaos kept me on the edge of my seat and I honestly could
not put it down. I was so desperate to find out Olivia and Alex's fate. The twists and
turns made me gasp with shock. I love how just as I was thinking about a
character, blam, the character appeared and had their own closure. The conclusion
of this story was amazing. It was exactly what I expected; dirty, delicious, amazing,
emotional, frantic, cosmic, the stars aligned with a perfect ending. - Novel Grounds
Gorgeous Chaos is such a wild ride and great ending to this series that had me
hooked from the beginning. I went in with such apprehension and nervousness.
This is a great ending to such a thrilling series. Although there is suspense, action
and some disturbing scenes, T.K. Leigh also gave us those super sexy moments
between Alex and Livvy. - Sticky Reads I am not ready to let go of these characters
or this story. I feel like I need time to grieve the loss of these books now that they
are over! This was the best book in this series. T.K.'s writing is eloquent, a breath
of fresh air, and at times with hot sex in it! - Everything Marie Topics:
contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series,
mystery, modern romance, urban romance, Boston, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Mystic, Boston romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, steamy
romance, suspenseful romance, hot romance, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh romance,
second chance romance, musician, music romance, new york sexy, page-turner,
amnesia, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, angst, alpha male,
possessive, intrigue, dominant, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, navy, navy SEAL series, former military,
security romance, private security romance, billionaire, billionaire romance,
wealthy hero, protect, damsel in distress, assault, drama, action and adventure,
action romance, former soldier, soldier, romantic, military, emotional, HEA, alpha,
dom, childhood friends, young love, strong female, sensual, angst, betrayal,
boston, fated love, psychological, tortured hero, corruption, crime, thriller, hot love
story

The Other Side of Someday
He's the hottest new rockstar on the scene. I was once engaged to his brother. Can
he convince me he's worth the risk?  Asher York. Talented musician. The voice of
an angel. The body of an Adonis. And the man I happened to have a one-night
stand with in Vegas. No big deal, right? What happens in Vegas… Well, you know
how the saying goes. Did I mention I was once engaged to Asher’s brother? I
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walked away, hoping my momentary lack of judgment would stay in the past. I
should have known it wouldn’t. Not with my luck. Now Asher York is back in my life,
and that flame I hoped would flicker and die still burns brightly. But can I put my
heart on the line, knowing this man has the power to obliterate it? Can I allow
myself to come between two brothers? There’s only one way to find out. Let the
games begin… Dangerous Games is a standalone forbidden relationship, second
chance romance, with a rockstar twist. Grab your copy today. The Dating Games
Series Recommended Reading Order Each book in this series can be enjoyed
separately as each revolves around a different couple, but for the best reading
experience it is recommended to read in the order below. 1. Dating Games 2.
Wicked Games 2.5. Mind Games 3. Dangerous Games 4. Royal Games What
readers are saying about Dangerous Games: "A captivating storyline from page
one, touches of nail-bitting suspense, all the delicious angst, and all the feels. And
let’s not forget the amazing hero that is Asher York. My little bookworm heart
never stood a chance!" - Goodreads Reviewer "If you’re a fan of forbidden romance
and enduring chest pains from the sheer weight of the angst, this is the book for
you." - Jeeves Reads Romance "Forbidden romance? Check. Second chance
romance? Check. Brothers? Check. T.K. Leigh destroying my heart? Double check."
- Goodreads Reviewer "The author delivered a well-built love story and characters
with real depth." - Goodreads Reviewer "So many angsty, jaw-dropping stars for
this book!" - Red Hatter Book Blog "Between the passion and angst, this book hit it
out of the park for me!" - Goodreads Reviewer "The writing is incredible and
unfolds at a nice steady pace with explosive twists that overtake your mind and hit
all your senses." - Goodreads Reviewer "Well Asher York may have just stolen the
show for me in this series!!" - Goodreads Reviewer "I will never look at an Origami
Dove or think of a Boomerang the same after reading this one." - Goodreads
Reviewer "All. The. Stars. There are no words to describe all of what I’m feeling
after finishing Dangerous Games. It was AMAZING. INCREDIBLE.
UNPUTDOWNABLE!" - Goodreads Reviewer Topics: multicultural romance, second
chance romance, rockstar romance, ex's brother, love triangle, second chance,
multicultural, contemporary romance, modern romance, New York romance, Las
Vegas romance, bachelorette party, funny romance, smart romance, humorous
romance, romantic comedy, city romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, romance series, USA
Today bestseller, USA Today bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh
books, wealthy hero, billionaire hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine,
quirky heroine, mysterious hero, adoption, musician romance, gripping romance,
captivating romance, hot romance, steamy romance,

Tears of a Tiger
A stolen glance across a darkened restaurant. A kiss under the Italian moon. A
proposition I never would have made in my former life. Our story began just like all
fairy tales do Once upon a time. Once upon a time, a mysterious, passionate man
opened my eyes to things I'd been blind to, my heart to feelings I never thought
imaginable, my mind to endless possibilities. Once upon a time, I experienced
something I didn't think existed in real life. Once upon a time, I learned how to fly.
Little did I know it was with broken wings. Ones that were irreparable after a
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lifetime of being caged. How can I love a man who would lie to me so recklessly?
How can I give him my heart when experience tells me to keep it guarded? How
can we have a future when he's still tormented by his past? The Bible teaches us
that "Love is patient. Love is kind." Now I know that love is a farce, a sham, the two
of us merely players in its cruel pantomime. For ours isn't a love story with a happy
ending. Ours is a tragic love. The kind of love that leaves a permanent scar on your
heart. The kind of love you never get over. The kind of love that defies all logic.
Recommended for mature readers due to strong language and explicit sexual
situations.

Inferno
Thirty years after his family and career are destroyed by an affair with one of his
patients, psychoanalyst and Holocaust survivor Solomon Grossman finds a chance
for redemption when he discovers where his grown son is working. Reprint. Tour.

Chasing the Dragon
Words of wisdom and incredible life stories, told through Gary Busey's unique
Buseyisms. Take a wild ride through the life and mind of Gary Busey in his new
hilarious, uplifting, tell-all memoir, Buseyisms. Gary transports you on a laughout–loud journey through the crazy twists and turns of his rise to fame, his descent
into drug addiction, and his trip to the ‘other side’ after a near-fatal motorcycle
accident. Gary also shares untold stories of his militant upbringing, surviving
cancer in the middle of his face, and fun behind the scenes stories of his most
popular movies and television roles including: A Star Is Born, The Buddy Holly
Story, Lethal Weapon, Point Break, Under Siege, The Firm, Entourage, Celebrity
Apprentice, and more. Included in this book are dozens of personal photographs
from Gary’s early years up until now. Gary is a living testimony to the resilience of
the human body and spirit. In his simply written but profound memoir, he shares
his Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth to help others, who may be going
through similar things, to realize that it is possible to survive challenging life
events and come out a happy champion.

Mistaken Identity
Describes the devasting accident and case of mistaken identity that left one family
grieving for the young woman they thought was their daughter while the wrong
family cared for the lone survivor, and describes the healing journey of survivor
Whitney Cerak.

Possession
Heart of Light
Gossip meets history—a compulsively readable collection of Hollywood's most
notorious clashes and controversies in the spirit of Hollywood Babylon Believe it or
not, America's fascination with celebrity culture was thriving well before the days
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of TMZ, Perez Hilton, Charlie Sheen's breakdown and allegations against Woody
Allen. And the stars of yesteryear? They weren’t always the saints that we make
them out to be. BuzzFeed columnist Anne Helen Petersen is here to set the record
straight with Scandals of Classic Hollywood. Pulling little-known gems from the
archives of film history, Petersen reveals eyebrow-raising information, including:
The smear campaign against the original It Girl, Clara Bow, started by her best
friend The heartbreaking story of Montgomery Clift’s rapid rise to fame, the car
accident that destroyed his face, and the “long suicide” that followed Fatty
Arbuckle's descent from Hollywood royalty, fueled by allegations of a boozy orgy
turned violent assault Why Mae West was arrested and jailed for "indecency
charges" And much more Part biography, part cultural history, these stories cover
the stuff that films are made of: love, sex, drugs, illegitimate children, illicit affairs,
and botched cover-ups. But it's not all just tawdry gossip in the pages of this book.
The stories are all contextualized within the boundaries of film, cultural, political,
and gender history, making for a read that will inform as it entertains. Based on
Petersen's popular column on the Hairpin, but featuring 100% new content,
Scandals of Classic Hollywood is sensationalism made smart.

Vanished
"Olivia Adler is a woman with a troubled past. After losing her parents at the young
age of six and being raised by an uncle who she lost years later, she refuses to get
attached to anyone, including friends. For the past decade, she has been able to
remain unattached to any man, too worried about losing someone to get too close.
Until Alexander Burnham walks into her life one night and changes everything. But
he has issues of his own. And he's keeping a secret that could turn Olivia's world
upside-down. Will Olivia let Alexander in enough for him to get close and protect
her from a force threatening her very existence, or will she push him away, scared
of letting Alexander in, in order to protect her heart?'-p.[4] of cover

Dating Games
The complete USA Today Bestselling Series now in one convenient box set She's
been safe the past twenty-one years. He'll do anything to keep it that way Even if it
means lying about who he is. Olivia Adler is a woman with a troubled past. For the
past decade, she has remained unattached to anyone, men included Until
Alexander Burnham walks into her life one night and changes everything. But he
has demons of his own, ones that could turn her world upside-down. Will Olivia
allow Alexander close enough to protect her from a force threatening her very
existence? Or will she push him away and guard her heart instead? Pick up the first
book in the USA Today Bestselling Beautiful Mess series and get lost in this second
chance romance full of suspense, lies, and secrets. Included in this set: A Beautiful
Mess A Tragic Wreck Gorgeous Chaos What readers are saying: "From the moment
I started reading this book, I could not put it down! What a wonderful and romantic
love story between two people who were destined to be together. This story was
packed full of romance, mystery and intrigue and all I can say isYOU WILL LOVE
IT!" - Literary Nook Book Blog "A beautiful Mess. That is exactly what this story
was. A beautiful yet tragic mess, with rollercoaster of emotions to come." - Endless
Reading Book Blog "T.K. Leigh has written this beautifully and totally leaves me
wanting more, she involves you and lets you feel what the character is feeling.
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Well Done! Totally love it! I highly recommend this book if your looking for a sexy
romance with some mystery." - Magic Within The Pages "This is T.K. Leigh's debut
novel, and boy did she pick a doozy! I just couldn't put the book down! She did a
wonderful job of making me invested in Olivia and Alexander, and I really want to
find out what happens next to them! If you're looking for a book with non-stop
action, hot sexual scenes, and plenty of suspense, pick up A Beautiful Mess today!"
- Reading Rainblog "I finished this in 2 sittings in one day (I had to eat or it would
have been one!). This is one of those books that after you finish it will stay with
you for a while. It was amazing, the characters were written so freaking well, and
the story was smooth and wonderfully told." - Reading Past my Bedtime Topics:
contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series,
mystery, modern romance, urban romance, Boston, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Mystic, Boston romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, steamy
romance, suspenseful romance, hot romance, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh romance,
second chance romance, musician, music romance, new york sexy, page-turner,
amnesia, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, angst, alpha male,
possessive, intrigue, dominant, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, navy, navy SEAL series, former military,
security romance, private security romance, billionaire, billionaire romance,
wealthy hero, protect, damsel in distress, assault, drama, action and adventure,
action romance, former soldier, soldier, romantic, military, emotional, HEA, alpha,
dom, childhood friends, young love, strong female, sensual, angst, betrayal,
boston, fated love, psychological, tortured hero, corruption, crime, thriller, hot love
story

Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
A woman running from a dangerous past. A man haunted by shadows of his own.
Can he bring her back from the darkness? Sex slave. Property. Disposable. Jolene
has spent the past decade of her life being paraded in front of men and sold to the
highest bidder on a nightly basis, wondering when it would all end Until she risks it
all and escapes, leaving her past and Chicago behind. Scared of being discovered,
she hides away, trying to distance herself from everyone Everyone except a blueeyed surfer who seems to know the secret she's hiding. When her past closes in on
her, will the truth of who she is surface in time to save her from the shadows
threatening her freedom? Or will she be sentenced to live a life of darkness?
Topics: contemporary romance, romance series, romantic suspense series,
mystery, modern romance, urban romance, beach romance, Florida romance,
kidnapping, human trafficking, indentured, escape, hero, wealthy, USA today, USA
today bestseller, steamy romance, suspenseful romance, hot romance, T.K. Leigh,
T.K. Leigh romance, second chance romance, musician, music romance, sexy, pageturner, police, law enforcement, political, corruption, love, love books, kissing
books, emotional journey, angst, alpha male, possessive, intrigue, dominant,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, navy, navy SEAL series, former military, security romance, private security
romance, billionaire, billionaire romance, wealthy hero, protect, damsel in distress,
assault, drama, action and adventure, action romance, former soldier, soldier,
romantic, military, emotional, HEA, alpha, strong female, sensual, angst, betrayal,
chicago, fated love, psychological, tortured hero, corruption, crime, thriller, hot
love story
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Catch-22
"The feeling I have in this very moment, after not seeing her for so long, will haunt
me forever, reminding me why I left to begin with." For as long as I can remember,
Easton Crews has been off-limits. As much as it kills me, that's never going to
change. After his little disappearing act three years ago, then suddenly showing up
out of nowhere, I shouldn't want anything to do with him. It doesn't matter how
beautiful he still is. Or how close we once were. It shouldn't matter that my entire
body lights on fire with need whenever he gets close. He chose the worst possible
time to leave without so much as a goodbye. However, just like the first day he
walked into our home, I'm drawn to him, needing him near me just as badly as I
need air to breathe, and I can't stand it. I want to hate him. I know I should hate
him. But hating him is the last thing he'll let me do. I push, he pulls harder, until
I'm completely wrapped up in him, my mind lost in the one person who is
forbidden--the one person I've always loved, even when he belonged to someone
else. Easton was never meant to be mine. It took me years to come to terms with
that and now that I finally have, he's here, right in front of me, more irresistible
than ever. The part I fear the most about that--he's the one person capable of
completely wrecking my world. "I'm not leaving until you take all of your hate out
on me. Let me feel it. All of it. Every dirty look. Every nasty word. I will have it all
before I leave. Stop hiding from me."

Dangerous Games
The Beautiful Mess Series
Love Unfinished Revised Edition (Nov 2012) Soul mates from the past leave their
love unfinished when a tragic car accident ends their lives on their wedding day.
Yet they are destined to meet again to fulfill that love in new incarnations, leading
vastly different lives. Emma thought she chose the right path in life, but too late
does she realize her mistake when her husband reveals the monster behind the
smile. Their happily ever after - is a lie. Trapped in a broken marriage to a
powerful, abusive man, Emma knows this is not the life she was meant to live. As
her hope for real love withers, she meets James, her love from a lifetime ago.
Emma cannot deny the connection pulling them together, but her courage to
abandon her marriage wavers, and unknowingly puts her life at risk. Are Emma
and James fated to fulfill their love, or will they once again, leave love unfinished?

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Written in her wonderfully honest, edgy, passionate and often hilarious voice,
Tiffanie DeBartolo tells the story of Eliza Caelum, a young music journalist, and
Paul Hudson, a talented songwriter and lead singer of the band Bananafish. Eliza's
reverence for rock is equaled only by Paul's, and the two fall wildly in love. When
Bananafish is signed by a big corporate label, and Paul is on his way to becoming a
major rock star, Eliza must make a heartbreaking decision that leads to Paul's
sudden disappearance and a surprise knock-your-socks-off ending. Praise for
Tiffanie DeBartolo's God-Shaped Hole "From highs to heartbreak, DeBartolo
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conjures an affair to remember."—People "Honest, raw, and engaging."—Booklist
"This generation's Love Story."—Kirkus Reviews God-Shaped Hole was a Book
Sense Top 10 Paperback Selection.

Until the Sea Shall Free Them
USA Today bestselling author T.K. Leigh delivers her most gripping and
breathtaking story to date about two star-crossed lovers and a secret that could
destroy everything. Weston Bradford entered my world in a whirlwind. Or, more
accurately, during a torrential downpour. After our brief encounter, I didn’t think I’d
ever see the attractive man with mesmerizing blue eyes again. Not in a city the
size of Atlanta. Until I agree to take on a historic home renovation and learn the
owner is none other than the same Weston Bradford who I met in the rain. We’re
as opposite as two people can be, but there’s no denying the spark, the
connection, the invisible tether pulling us toward one another. But my past has left
me broken and scarred, forcing me to erect walls around myself. That doesn’t
seem to deter Wes, though. He’s more than happy to scale those walls to possess
the one thing I swore I’d never give another person again — my heart. When the
past collides with my present in an unexpected way, will he stand by my side and
weather the storm threatening to destroy everything? Or will he abandon me like
everyone else in my life? Possession in the first book in the Possession Duet, a
spinoff of the Redemption Duet. Start this story of two star-crossed lovers today,
and find out if love truly can conquer hate. Topics: second chance, second chance
romance, young love, contemporary romance, modern romance, Atlanta romance,
summer romance, funny romance, smart romance, humorous romance, city
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming,
love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, romance series, USA Today bestseller, USA Today
bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero, hero, sassy
heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine, mysterious hero, second
chance romance, gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy
romance, forbidden romance, interracial romance, southern romance, georgia,
atlanta, small town southern romance, small town romance, home renovation
romance, home renovation, home improvement romance, home improvement,
alpha male, protective, angsty, angsty, boss/employee, divorced heroine,
emotional hurt, emotional trauma, sexual assault, survivor, black woman white
man, bwwm, kissing, kissing book, billionaire, contemporary romance,
contemporary, love, contemporary love, city romance, multicultural,
discrimination, racial discrimination, mythological references, past abuse, past
violence, PTSD, scars from the past, scars/deep emotional wounds, slow burn, slow
romance, small town southern romance, soul mates, tortured heroine,

Writing Mr. Right
Presents the contemporary classic depicting the struggles of a U.S. airman
attempting to survive the lunacy and depravity of a World War II base

Love Unfinished
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He's forbidden in every meaning of the word. But is that enough to keep him
away? It all started in Vegas. Now, I know what you’re thinking What happens in
Vegas is supposed to stay in the city of sin. Normally, I’d be inclined to agree. Until
Lincoln Moore walks into my life. On paper, we mix as well as oil and water. He’s
confident. Commanding. Successful. Master of his universe. I’m a hot mess, barely
holding on as I struggle to balance my job, finally finishing college, and keeping my
mother sober. But when the lights go out nothing else matters. Until I learn the
truth of who Lincoln Moore actually is. Sure, I probably should have put the pieces
together sooner, but our early days haven’t exactly been filled with riveting
philosophical discussions about the meaning of life, if you know what I mean. That
still doesn’t diminish the fact he could lose everything by being with me. But is that
enough to keep us apart? Or is what we have worth the risk? There’s only one way
to find out. Let the games begin… The Dating Games Series Recommended
Reading Order Each book in this series can be enjoyed separately as each revolves
around a different couple, but for the best reading experience it is recommended
to read in the order below. 1. Dating Games 2. Wicked Games 2.5. Mind Games 3.
Dangerous Games 4. Royal Games What Readers Are Saying About Wicked Games
"You'll laugh, swoon & cheer for this couple! Oh, and grab a fan. It's a hot one!"
~USA Today Bestselling Author J.H. Croix "Hello book slump, meet T.K. Leigh's
newest Wicked Games. Let's just say I am now officially out of my book slump, but
am in straight hangover mode." ~ Goodreads Reviewer "Swoony hero. Tenacious
heroine. A little bit of angst and a whole lot of heat. Wicked Games is a must read!"
~ Hey Girl HEA "Be prepared for off the chart chemistry and several panty
changes! Chloe and Lincoln were hot from the start and definitely delivered some
of the hottest scenes I have read in a while!" ~ Words We Love By Topics: fake
relationship romance, billionaire, professor-student, Las Vegas, one-night stand,
contemporary romance, modern romance, New York romance, summer romance,
funny romance, smart romance, humorous romance, romantic comedy, city
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, proposal, proposal romance,
engagement, engagement romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, romance series, USA Today bestseller, USA Today
bestselling romance author, T.K. Leigh, T.K. Leigh books, wealthy hero, billionaire
hero, sassy heroine, strong heroine, funny heroine, quirky heroine, mysterious
hero, alcoholism, forbidden romance, teacher, boss, second chance romance,
gripping romance, captivating romance, hot romance, steamy romance,

Royal Games
She doesn't believe in fate. He insists there's a reason their paths have crossed.
Will one night with him change her mind?

Buseyisms
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of
him. On account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called
Dwarf. On account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in
all sizes, and together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high
above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning international
bestseller.
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How to Kill a Rock Star
A devastating disaster at sea . . . an officer who refuses to hide the truth. . . a
courtroom confrontation with far-reaching implications . . . The Perfect Storm
meets A Civil Action in a gripping account of one of the most significant shipwrecks
of the twentieth century. In 1983 the Marine Electric, a “reconditioned” World War
II vessel, was on a routine voyage thirty miles off the East Coast of the United
States when disaster struck. As the old coal carrier sank, chief mate Bob Cusick
watched his crew–his friends and colleagues–succumb to the frigid forty-foot waves
and subzero winds of the Atlantic. Of the thirty-four men aboard, Cusick was one of
only three to survive. And he soon found himself facing the most critical decision of
his life: whether to stand by the Merchant Marine officers’ unspoken code of
silence, or to tell the truth about why his crew and hundreds of other lives had
been unnecessarily sacrificed at sea. Like many other ships used by the Merchant
Marine, the Marine Transport Line's Marine Electric was very old and made of “dirty
steel” (steel with excess sulfur content). Many of these vessels were in terrible
condition and broke down frequently. Yet the government persistently turned a
blind eye to the potential dangers, convinced that the economic return on keeping
these ships was worth the risk. Cusick chose to blow the whistle. Until the Sea Shall
Free Them re-creates in compelling detail the wreck of the Marine Electric and the
legal drama that unfolded in its wake. With breathtaking immediacy, Robert
Frump, who covered the story for the Philadelphia Inquirer, describes the
desperate battle waged by the crew against the forces of nature. Frump also brings
to life Cusick's internal struggle. He knew what happened to those who spoke out
against the system, knew that he too might be stripped of his license and
prosecuted for "losing his ship," yet he forged ahead. In a bitter lawsuit with
owners of the ship, Cusick emerged victorious. His expose of government inaction
led to vital reforms in the laws regarding the safety of ships; his courageous stand
places him among the unsung heroes of our time.

Inferno
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that
if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in
his apartment for the same amount of time.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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